In this paper, we propose a method of measuring the reliability of direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation results. One idea for the reliability measure arises from a waterbed effect in DOA estimation. The reliability measure can be obtained from the difference between the maximum and minimum point of cross-correlation. If the calculated reliability measure has a lower value than a predefined threshold, the estimated DOA is regarded as a wrong result and subsequently discarded. Some experiments show that the proposed method can reject perturbed results of the estimated DOA.
Introduction
Sound source localization has been investigated to estimate a talker's location and it has many applications. The talker's spatial information is assumed to be known in the speech enhancement algorithm by means of array processing.
If the talker's position is known, various algorithms can be used to reduce any directional noise other than the talker's speech.
There are two main approaches to localization [1] : the steered-beamformer approach, which includes various kinds of beamformers; and time-difference of arrival (TDOA) approach, which includes a generalized cross-correlation (GCC). The steered-beamformer approach has the capability of enhancing a desired signal that originates from a particular direction. The TDOA approach uses classical time delay estimation techniques, such as crosscorrelation, GCC, adaptive time delay estimation, and the adaptive eigenvalue decomposition algorithm. The most common time delay estimation method is the GCC, which consists of various types such as the unfiltered type, the maximum likelihood (ML) type, and the phase transform (PHAT) type. The GCC-PHAT is a widely used TDOA estimation method because it works well in a realistic environment.
Irrespective of the existence of a dominant talker, the TDOA estimator always returns an estimated TDOA that corresponds to a maximum point of the cross-correlation value. Hence, the TDOA estimation often shows a failed result. We therefore propose a method of selecting reliable TDOA estimation results. To find the accurate results, we define the reliability measure as a factor that is induced from a waterbed effect in spectral estimation. The reliability measure can be defined as the difference between the maximum and minimum of a cross-correlation value, and it reflects the prominence of the lobe of a spatial response.
Waterbed effect in a DOA estimation
Consider two microphones spaced by distance d. The received signal is ideally assumed to be a delayed and attenuated signal of the emitted source signal, which arrives from a direction of θ 0 . A measured additive noise, v [n] , is uncorrelated with the source signal. The sampled received signal at the i-th sensor, x i [n], is expressed as
where α i is the attenuation factor due to the propagation effects and τ i is the propagation time from the source s[n] to the i-th microphone. The difference in the propagation time of the two microphones, τ 12 , which is called the TDOA, is expressed as follow:
If the distance from the source to the microphone is much greater than d, the wave that impinges on the microphone may appear planar; thus,
where θ 0 is the DOA and c is the speed of sound. The solution of the frequency-domain GCC-PHAT estimator is expressed as
Note that the estimateθ is not defined as a sample delay and is consequently not restricted to an integer value.
The DOA can be estimated by scanning all the predefined angle space. It is mainly used in a beamformer-based DOA estimator or in a high-resolution spectral estimation-based estimator [1] . In addition, Guillaume recently proposed the SAM-SPARSE-MEAN, which is a sector-based multisource localization algorithm [2] . The searching method is known to be inefficient because it scans over all angles of interest. However, angular resolution is not critical in many applications and the searching space can be reduced. A small microphone array for speech enhancement should have a large mainlobe bandwidth. Given that a source localizer is used as the preprocessor of the beamformer, a sparse searching space is quite adequate. Moreover, the scanning time is not too long when the DOA estimator has a simple structure and a short processing time. We therefore used this searching method.
The searching method for the DOA estimation is very similar to a spectral estimation such as a periodogram. The power spectral density estimated by a periodogram has a constant average relative variance. This behavior is called the waterbed effect in spectral estimation [3, 4] . Let Φ(ω) be the power spectral density of a Gaussian white noise process andΦ(ω) be the periodogram estimate of Φ(ω). We can then show that the variance ofΦ(ω) is proportional to the square of the power spectral density.
The waterbed effect in DOA estimation can be reduced by a similar process in [5] . If R(θ) is the cross-correlation value of (4), then
In addition, a power pattern estimate of R(θ),P (θ), is expressed bŷ
Furthermore, the expected value of the power pattern is
Let the input signal be a spatially white noise process, and note that the signal is assumed to be Gaussian white noise in the spectral estimation. For spatially white noise, the expected value of e
is equal to unity when k = l only; otherwise it is equal to zero. Thus, the expected value of the power pattern in (7) is equal to unity. That is,
The second-order moment of the power pattern estimate is
and separated by sum of two parts as follows:
The number that can be satisfy
− 3K. Hence, the Equation (10) can be simplified to
The variance ofP (θ) is
By using (8) and (12), we can calculate the average relative variance of P (θ) as follows: average relative variance P (θ)
This equation is the waterbed effect in the DOA estimation.
Reliability measure for the DOA estimation
If a dominant source exists, the waterbed effect should cause the mainlobe to be prominent. If there is no directional source, R(θ) has a flat pattern for all directions. The reliability measure (z), which indicates the prominence of the lobe of R(θ), is defined as
where f (x) is any monotone-increasing function. We used the formula f (x) = |x/K| 2 .
Because the reliability measure refers to the directivity of the sound source, we only selected the DOA estimation results that had a high reliability value and we clustered those results.
If we assume that a reliable DOA estimation result can be obtained when a dominant directional input exists, we can consider the following two hypotheses of reliability decision problem:
where η is the threshold for the selection of reliable results.
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we applied it to the speech data recorded in a quiet conference room. This conference room, which was suitable for a conference with the several people, generates a normal reverberation effect. The room had various kinds of office furniture such as tables, chairs, a white board standing on the floor, and a projector fixed to the ceiling. The two microphones were placed on the table in the center of the room, and the distance between the microphones was set to 8 cm. The sampling rate of the recorded signal was 8 kHz, and the sample resolution of the signal was 16 bits. We performed the experiment of the DOA estimator for a talker's speech from a direction of −50 • . White noise and tone noise resulted from the fan of the projector. Figure 1 (a) shows the waveform of the talker's speech. We calculated the direction of the talker's speech on the basis of the GCC-PHAT, and the result is shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The small circles in the figure indicate the results of the estimated DOA. Because there were many incorrect results for the estimated DOA, there was a drastic drop in the performance of the estimated DOA. We calculated the reliability values of the given speech and applied the results to the estimated DOA. Figure 2 (a) shows the reliability measures of the given speech, and Fig. 2 (b) shows the estimated DOA after the removal of any unreliable results. We set the threshold, η, to 0.15. The x-marks indicate the eliminated values; these values were eliminated because the reliability measure revealed that those results were perturbed. We evaluated the performance of an estimated DOA on the basis of a GCC-PHAT. One set of results based on our proposed reliability measure was compared with another set of results derived without the proposed reliability measure. In the first experiment, the exact direction of the source is −48.5507 • . The discrepancy between −60 • and the −48.5507 • comes from the difference, θ h , which is caused by the talker's height. We selected only 58 of the 106 estimated DOA values by using the threshold value of the reliability measure. As shown in Table I , the averaged direction error was reduced from 12.8337 to 1.9321 and the root mean squared (RMS) error was reduced from 28.4867 to 3.4013. As a result, the DOA estimator with the reliability measure performed better than the DOA estimator without the reliability measure. This performance enhancement is due to the elimination of the perturbed results of the estimated DOA. 
Conclusion
A method of detecting a reliable DOA estimation result was proposed. The reliability measure indicates the prominence of the lobe of the cross-correlation value, which is used to find the DOA. The estimated DOA is regarded as a wrong result when the reliability measure has a low value than a predetermined threshold. We derived the waterbed effect in the DOA estimation and used this effect to calculate the reliability measure. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the proposed reliability measure in a fixed talker environment and a moving talker environment.
